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COMPACT DERIVATIONS ON VON NEUMANN 
ALGEBRAS 

BY 

S Z E - K A I TSUI 

ABSTRACT. If 91 is a von Neumann algebra that thas no nonzero 
finite discrete central projection, then there is no nontrivial compact 
derivation of 91 into itself. 

1. Introduction. In [3] Ho proved a theorem that if an operator A on a 
Hilbert space Sif induces a compact derivation on â8($?), the C*-algebra of all 
bounded operators on $?, by 

adA(T) = AT- TA, (Te &(%)), 

then A must be of the form ai for some scalar a. Since all derivations of a von 
Neumann algebra are inner [4], [6], Ho's result can simply be rephrased as 
there is no non-trivial compact derivation of an infinite discrete factor (for 
terminology, see [7], 2.2.9, p. 86). It is natural to follow this line of investiga
tion to ask whether there are any non-trivial compact derivations on a von 
Neumann algebra other than those obvious ones on its finite discrete direct 
summand. The answer provided in this note is "negative", and the method 
used to obtain the answer in the general case relies on some intrinsic properties 
of von Neumann algebra theory. Basically, the fact, from which the theorem is 
derived, is the abundence of partial isometries in a von Neumann algebra (see 
the proof of 2.1. Theorem). 

2. The main theorem. We denote a von Neumann algebra by 01, and 
projections in 01 by E, F, P etc. Two projections E, F in 01 are said to be 
equivalent, if there exists a partial isometry U in 01 such that 11*11= E and 
UU* = F. We denote the equivalent relationship by E~F, and call E, the 
initial projection, and F, the final projection of U. Suppose that a projection E 
is equivalent to a subjection of F. We denote this relationship by E < F, and < 
defines a partial ordering among projections in 01. We denote the central 
support ([7], 1.10.7, p. 25) of a projection E by C(E). Let d be a derivation of 
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a von Neumann algebra Sk into itself. Suppose P is a central projection in £%. 
We have d(P) = d(P2) = d(P)P + Pd(P) = 2d(P)P. Hence d(P)P = 2d(P)P. So, 
d(P)P = 0 and d(P) = 0. For A in a , consider d(AP) = d(AP • P) = 
d(AP)P + APd(P) = d(AP)P. It follows that the restriction of d on 3fcP 

(={AP | A G ^}) is a derivation of &P into itself. 
Any von Neumann algebra £% can be uniquely decomposed into a direct sum 

of a finite discrete von Neumann algebra 31 x and another von Neumann 
algebra £%2. In this notation we have the following: 

2.1. THEOREM. Let d be a compact derivation of 3k into itself Then, the 
restriction of d on 3ft2 *

s trivial. 

Proof. Since all derivations of a von Neumann algebra into itself are inner, 
there exists an element A in 3l2 such that d |<&2 = adA. From the decomposition 
d = 4 ( d - d * ) + i/2i(d + d*), where d^(A) = d(A*)* for all A in » , it suffices to 
prove the theorem for those compact derivations with d = -d*. Then we may 
assume that d |^2 = adA for a self-adjoint element A in 3l2. Suppose that A is 
not central in Sfc2

 a n d adA is compact on 0l2. We denote the spectrum of A by 
or(A), and the spectral measure for A by JE(A). <3l2 can be uniquely decom
posed into a direct sum of a continuous von Neumann algebra M1 and a 
properly infinite discrete von Neumann algebra M2. Hence A = Ax + A2, where 
A; e i j , i = 1, 2. 

Case 1. Suppose that Aj is not central. 
Since A1 is not central there must be a real number |3 in criAJ such that the 

central support for JE((-oc, fi]) is bigger than E((-^, |3]). Now 

I^ -E( ( -oc , |3 ] )= U JE([a,oc))=F. 

Since C(JE((-oc, j3])) • F ^ 0, it follows that 

C(E((-oc, |3])) .C(P)^0, 

and there exists an a > 0 such that 

C(E((-oc,|3]).C(E([a,oo)))^0. 

Denote 

C(E((-oc,j3]) .C(E([a,oo)))bya 

By the theorem of comparability ([7]), 2.1.3, p. 80) applied to QE((-^ , £]) 
and QE ([«,<*)), there exists partial isometry V in M, such that V*V< 
JE((—oc, j8]) and VV*<JE([a:, oo)). Choose a sequence of nontrivial pairwise 
orthogonal projections {EJ with sum V*V and define partial isometries Ut = 
VEj. Represent 3ft (j-continuously, faithfully on a Hilbert space df€. For any pair 
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of i, j with i ¥• j and any unit vector x in the range space of Ef, we get 

||(adAl(l/l)-adAl(D;.))x|| = | |A 1 U i x-(U l - l / y )A 1 x | | 

ë | |A 1 l / , x |H( l / , - l / , )A 1 x | | 

A2 d(E(k)UtX, UiX)} - { [ A2 d(E(\)x, x)) 

d<E(A)UiJc, l/jjc)} - { [ A2 d<E(A)x, x)} 
À<0 

Hence, \\^dAl(Ui)-^d^U^W^a — p, when f /̂. This contradicts the fact that 
adA is compact 0 1 1 ^ . Therefore Ax is central. 

Case 2. Suppose that A2 is not central. 
We are going to consider two different situations. 
2.1: The center of M2 is purely atomic. In this case M2 is a direct sum of a 

family of von Neumann algebras {^}iej, and each Jft is isomorphic to 38(3^) 
for some infinite dimensional Hilbert space ^ . Then, it follows from Ho's 
paper [3] that A2 must be central. Hence it is a contradiction. 

2.2: The center of M2 is purely diffuse. Then we may regard M2 as 
Z/6j©[â8(^)®*(^)]> where SiÇ-'s are infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces, and 
none of X,'s contains any atomic points. We may as well consider M2 = 
m('Mi)®%{Xi = <e(Xj9 » (^- ) ) for one / in J. Since A is not central there exists 
an operator T in K such that ||[A, T] | |>1. [A, T] can be regarded as a 
continuous function on X, with values in ââ (^ ) . Since SupweX. ||[A, T](w)||> 1, 
and Xj is Stonean, there exists a closed-open subset S in X} such that 
||[A, T](w)| |> | for all w in S. Since X, is purely diffuse, there exists a sequence 
of pairwise disjoint non-empty closed-open subset St of S. Let Pt be the central 
projection corresponding to the characteristic function on Sf. We have 

l lCATtfHICATPj^ 

for all i. But {TPj} converges ultraweakly to zero, and hence by a compactness 
assumption ||[A, TPJH—»0. A contradiction. Q.E.D. 

Not all finite type I von Neumann algebras admit a nontrivial compact 
derivation (into itself). 

2.2. THEOREM. A finite type I von Neumann algebra 31 admits a nontrivial 
compact derivation d (of 31 into itself) if and only if 31 has a direct summand 
isomorphic to £?= 1 (B A^» where Mn. is the nt x nt matrix algebra, and k may be 
countably infinite. Furthermore, for a given compact derivation d we have 

| d - d | f : M.. II-*0 

as s —> k. 

I ©Mn. 
= 1 
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Proof. The sufficient condition is obvious. We show the condition is also 
necessary. Suppose that d is a nontrivial compact derivation of 01 into 01. 
Consider Q= V{Qa | Qa : central projection in 01 and |MIUoJNi|M||}, and let 
Q c = I-Q. We claim that there must exist an "atomic" central projection P in 
Qc, i.e., 01P has no nonzero central subprojections. In fact, otherwise, there 
exists a sequence of nonzero central projections {Pt \ i = 1, 2 , . . . } such 
thatQc = £r=i Pt. We note that ||d | a P J |>è ||d|| for all i - 1, 2 , . . . . We may find a 
sequence of unit elements At in 0iP{ such that HdCA^H>|||d|| for all i = 

1, 2, It follows that ||d(A i)-d(AJ-)||^èi|d|| for all i^ j , which contradicts to 
the compactness assumption of d. Let P be such an atomic central projection. 
Hence 0iP must be isomorphic to Mn for some n>\. Let P = 
V a € j { P a I Pa ' P3 = 0 , a7e j3, Pa atomic central projections and d | ^ P a ^ 0 } . The 
restriction of d to 01(1-P) is trivial. Since d |^P is compact, 

J„ = {aeJ|||4*pJ^} 

must be finite. It follows that J must be countable, and 

lim||d |gftPJ| = 0, 
i—*oo 

when J is infinite. Q.E.D. 

2.3. QUESTION AND REMARK. The next investigation is on the compact deri
vations of a von Neumann aubalgebras 01 x of 01 into 01. The innerness of 
derivations of some kinds of subalgebras 0lx of S8(3if) into 98(9i?) has been 
extensively studied in [1]. However, it is not possible to use the innerness of 
the derivations, whenever it is true, to prove a theorem like Theorem 2.1. The 
time when this paper is being prepared the author learns that a C*-version of 
Theorem 2.2. is being worked out by Charles Akemann and Steve Wright. 
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